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ostea was founded in 2007 and it wasn’t long before the company was
awarded the first of its patents and was well on its way to developing its
breakthrough product, QubeVu.
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QubeVu. Instant dims and data, from almost anything.
With QubeVu, dimensioning is just the beginning. In a single, instantaneous scan,
QubeVu captures dimensions, weight, barcodes and OCR data — even a photo of the
item for verification and claim protection. QubeVu scans anything: parcels, documents,
tubes, polybags, pallets, and non-conveyable freight — even irregular shapes.
Volumetric management, revenue optimization and compliance
From e-commerce and express logistics to bulk freight, supply chain and retail
QubeVu brings a new level of intelligence to every scan — enabling system-wide volumetric management and enhancing revenue optimization and compliance. No matter
your industry, QubeVu can help you capture significantly more revenue and manage
resources more efficiently. And QubeVu supports Big Data analysis to reveal even more
savings and growth opportunities.
Painless integration
QubeVu’s patented 3D dimensioning technology outperforms other systems at a fraction
of the cost — all in an economical, zero-footprint design requiring no buildout. Add
QubeVu seamlessly to existing operations or flexibly deploy units to spread load and
eliminate bottlenecks. Pole, wall, and ceiling mount options mean QubeVu can be used
anywhere — over rollers, tables, or floor scales. And our new Handheld version is now
in Alpha release.
Unparalleled reliability and ease of use
QubeVu is packed with smarts, not belts and gears. No moving parts means greater
reliability, simpler repair (MTTR < 10 minutes), and incredibly easy operation. QubeVu
requires no parcel alignment or special handling and, of course, no waiting, so efficiency
goes up while labor costs go down.
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